Streamsheets
Server-based IoT-Spreadsheets
→ Empower the Non-Programmer to build
smart IoT Processes and Data Flows
US and EU patents pending - Streamsheet® is a registered Trademark

In tomorrow’s smart and connected world, billions of processes & data flows
must be programmed to connect and create value in IoT, AI and Blockchains.
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Problem: Today, all IoT platform and data flow modelling tools require coding to some
extend. However, business users (who know the processes) are usually not programmers.
Programmers are expensive, briefing & feedback loops take
forever and already today there is a shortage of programmers.
→ In the end, apps get very expensive and often come too
late - or never! (because of lack of resources and money).
But fortunately, every business user knows Spreadsheets
and knows how to enter Excel-Formulas to build logic.
Empowering the business user to build IoT processes and
data flows - That’s why we invented Streamsheets!

Streamsheets are end-user-friendly, next-gen spreadsheets that run on a
server, take high loads of complexity, connect to any app, device or
streaming platform and process & forward data streams in real-time.
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Bitte hier klicken um das Video auf Youtube zu sehen!
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Streamsheet Demo Video

Bitte hier klicken um das
Video auf Youtube zu sehen!

Streamsheets sit on top of all major IoT platforms and communicate via
standard IoT M2M protocols.
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Random selection of Streamsheet Use Cases
Data flow for Product-as-a-Service

Real-Time Price Building

A machine supplier sells his machines on a pay-per-use basis. The
supplier monitors the machine usage and maintenance-related sensors
at the production site 24/7. Customer and supplier agree on a
Streamsheet model which contains the individual, joint price model
with all rules, metrics and corresponding price charges. Supplier uses
Streamsheets to calculate usage charges and to send invoicing data
automatically to an ERP system. Further, the Streamsheet acts as a
real-time data feeder for an AI-based predictive maintenance system.

Based on real-time data streams (e.g. sensor data, demand
predictions, stock available, competitor pricing, weather forecasts,
etc.), Streamsheets with formula-based heuristics calculate the most
profitable price in real-time and publish this price automatically on a
minute-by-minute base to eCommerce or ERP platforms. The business
know-how lies in the hands of market insiders who are usually not
programmers. The model and the price building heuristics can undergo
continuous changes and evolve on a weekly or even daily basis.

Brown-Field data integration

Point of Sale Real-Time Promotions

Real-time acquisition of machine data stored locally in proprietary file
formats on legacy production machines. Machine specific conversion of
data from legacy file formats to one centrally defined format for all
machines. Machine operators use their individual and machine specific
know-how to model the data conversion in Streamsheets. The
Streamsheets send the data in real-time to the standardized data
collection instance (e.g. Apache Kafka Stream or SQL/NOSQLDatabase).

Proximity Beacons like Google’s Eddystone or Apple’s iBeacon allow to
gather information on customer behavior at the Point of Sale in a retail
shop. Streamsheets read and process the customer’s movement while
shopping. Using formula-based heuristics, the Streamsheet triggers
customer specific promotions at the POS in the shop in real-time.
Streamsheets allow the shop owner or retail specialist to design and
experiment with the heuristics by simply editing spreadsheet formulas.
.

Use Case: Predictive Maintenance / Extended Warranty
Supplier Cloud
Machine supplier offers extended guarantee
to machine buyer if supplier is allowed to
monitor machine usage and environment
data at production site 24/7.
Supplier uses data to check consistency with
allowed operational limitations, predicts
upcoming errors or maintenance issues and,
additionally, feeds an AI system to learn
about the machine´s error susceptibility in
normal and extreme operating conditions of
real operating environments.
Supplier and customer discuss and agree on
the selection, the amount and frequency of
data transmitted and on the rules and
parameters that are applied in their business
case. Customer and supplier jointly develop
the Streamsheet model. If operational
conditions are outside of agreed limitations,
the parameters are recorded in a distributed
ledger as protection against manipulations.
Streamsheets are used to detect anomalies
and to prepare and transport the
corresponding data to the ledger.
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Highlights & Advantages
• Time savings: No lengthy briefings → instant start and deployment
• Cost savings: Process owner does not need to hire a programmer
• Little training required: Accepted and familiar user interface
• Interactive development: Instant discovery of errors and logical flaws
• Unrivaled feature velocity: Ideal for short-term & changing requirements
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Huge market opportunity – Millions of trained users
Market size and growth for IoT, Industry 4.0 & Smart Technologies
are very promising and certainly not a limiting factor for cedalo.
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Spreadsheet users worldwide become
empowered to create apps and microservices

An efficient business model: Freemium
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